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Abstract 
This study investigates speech motor control in 4-year-old 
Canadian French children in comparison with adults. It 
focuses on measures of token-to-token variability in the 
production of isolated vowels and on anticipatory extra-
syllabic coarticulation within V1-C-V2 sequences. Acoustic 
and ultrasound articulatory data were recorded. Acoustic data 
from 20 children and 10 adults have been analyzed. Thus far, 
ultrasound data have been analyzed from a subset of these 
participants: 6 children and 2 adults. In agreement with former 
studies, token-to-token variability was greater in children than 
in adults. Strong anticipation of V2 in V1 was found in all 
adults, but not in children. Most of the children showed no 
anticipation at all and some of them showed a small amount of 
anticipation along the antero-posterior dimension only, 
manifested in the acoustic F2 dimension. These results are 
interpreted as evidence for the immaturity of children's speech 
motor control from two perspectives: insufficiently stable 
motor control patterns for vowel production, and a lack of 
effectiveness in anticipating forthcoming gestures. In line with 
theories of optimal motor control, anticipatory coarticulation is 
assumed to be based on the use of internal models of the 
speech apparatus and the increasing maturation of these 
representations as speech develops. 
Index Terms: speech production development, speech motor 
control, coarticulation, planning. 

1. Introduction 
This project aims to use articulatory and acoustic observations  
of children’s speech to characterize the maturity of the neural 
representation of speech sounds and the speech motor system. 
This paper extends our previous study published at Interspeech 
2013 [1]. It includes more participants and offers a more 
comprehensive statistical analysis of the experimental data. In 
this introduction the rationales of our approach, in particular of 
the choice of indices to assess speech motor control maturity, 
are explained. 
The findings relative to the development of the motor control 
of the limbs [2-5] and of the lips and the jaw [6-8] are quite 
clear: the acquisition of fine motor control is a protracted 
process that seems to be fully accomplished only in late 
adolescence [9]. According to the literature, the measure of the 
variability in repetitions of a single task is a quite robust index 

of motor control stability. However, few studies have used this 
index to assess tongue motor control in children [10-11]. 
Additional evaluation is required, and one purpose of this 
study is to contribute to such validation and to extend this 
measure to very young children. 
Another characteristic of skilled motor control is the capacity 
to plan and organize movements over specific sequences of 
goals. In speech, this function can be assessed via the amount 
of anticipatory coarticulation. Unfortunately, contradictory 
results have been found in past studies of the development of 
lingual coarticulation [10-16]. Some possible reasons for these 
contradictory results could be the often small number of 
participants, the use of acoustic measurements only (except a 
few recent studies using ultrasound (US) [10,11,16]), the 
differences in the selected acoustic variables, the differences in 
the speech corpora under investigation, and the large spread in 
age groups. To contribute to this debate for young children, we 
designed a study combining articulatory (2D midsagittal US 
tongue imaging) and acoustic data, focused on a narrow age 
group (from 4 years to 4 years 11 months) and involving a 
substantial number of participants (20 children, 10 adults).  
In our view, focusing on a narrow age group is crucial, 
because of the evolution of the status of the syllable across 
ages in early speech development. According to the theoretical 
framework proposed in particular by MacNeilage or Nittrouer 
[17,13], syllables (or even larger units, Vihman [18]) could be 
considered as the basic speech units in infant’s speech. 
Phonemes would then gradually emerge from these more 
global patterns to become over time the main speech units in 
young children. Accordingly, we can first expect to observe in 
speech development a strong intra-syllabic cohesion 
associated with strong coarticulation in infants, and then a 
gradual decrease of this cohesion as phonemes emerge. At a 
final stage, an increase in intra and extra-syllabic 
coarticulation associated with serial-order motor control 
planning based on phonemes should be observed when 
children are mastering the neural representations of phonemes 
and the spatio-temporal organization of speech gestures.  
In this context, this study investigates the emergence of extra-
syllabic anticipatory coarticulation. Indeed, it has been 
suggested that anticipatory coarticulation would mainly be the 
consequence of gesture planning [19], In line with classical 
hypotheses on the planning of serial-order motor tasks [20] we 
assume that motor speech planning involves the capacity to 
predict the effect of motor commands on articulatory 



movements and on sound, and the ability to integrate these 
predictions to find the most adapted motor commands for the 
correct achievement of the speech goals. The focus of our 
study is 4-year-old children, mainly for two reasons: (1) 
numerous publications have suggested that at this age, 
phonemic representations exist [21-23], allowing us to infer 
that speech goals are phoneme related; (2) motor control 
studies have shown that at this age a key initial step is taken in 
the acquisition of the neural representations of the motor 
system, which enables predictions of the link between motor 
commands and goals and opens the door to the emergence of 
adult-like motor control strategies [24-27]. Beyond this, the 
current study bypasses complex debates about the nature of the 
basic speech units during development. 
In sum, anticipatory coarticulation is assumed to be based on 
the use of internal representations of the speech apparatus and 
we consider its efficiency to reflect the maturity of these 
representations. Presumably, mature speakers have acquired 
implicit knowledge of the amount of produced variability that 
is compatible with correct perception of the produced sounds 
by listeners. Mature speakers use this tolerance of variability 
to plan and execute a sequence of speech gestures with 
minimized articulatory effort [28]. Our hypothesis is that 4-
year-old children do not have sufficient experience with the 
sensory consequences of motor acts to be able to implement 
this effort-minimizing strategy effectively, particularly with 
respect to variability in sound categories. As a consequence, 
we predict that children’s abilities to plan upcoming gestures 
could be either limited or inaccurate. This hypothesis is tested 
here through the analysis of extra-syllabic anticipatory 
coarticulation by comparing the performances of 4-year-old 
children to those of adults. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Participants 

Twenty 4-year-old Canadian French children (4 years 0 
months to 4 years 11 months) and 10 Canadian French adults 
(19-30 years old) were recruited in Montréal. Canadian French 
was the first language of all participants. All children lived in 
monolingual French families and were educated in French 
only. Participants reported no history of speech or hearing 
problems. All participants showed normal audition, by passing 
a bilateral pure tone screening test at 20dB at 250Hz, 500Hz, 
1000Hz, 2000Hz and 4000Hz before the experiment. All 
participants and participant’s parents, in the case of children, 
were informed about the procedures before the experiment and 
gave their consent. This study was approved by the ethical 
committee of the Université du Québec à Montréal (UQÀM). 
This paper presents the acoustic results for all participants and 
the articulatory results for 6 children and 2 adults. 

2.2. Data acquisition 

Ultrasound is a noninvasive imaging technique. It is suitable 
for use with very young children, and provides a real-time 2D 
view of most of the tongue, with good temporal (15Hz-200Hz) 
and spatial (~1mm) resolution. To obtain reliable 
measurements of tongue movements corrected for any probe 
or head movements, we used the HOCUS system (Haskins 
Optically Corrected Ultrasound System, [29]). HOCUS uses 
optical tracking (Optotrak, NDI Certus) of infrared emitting 

diodes (iREDs), positioned both on the US probe and on the 
head of the participant, to provide a representation of the data 
in a movement-corrected head-centric frame of reference. This 
approach is appropriate for developmental studies, in that it 
preserves some freedom of movement for the participants. In 
this study, an iRED was also placed on the chin to allow 
tongue movements to be dissociated from jaw movements by 
providing an index of jaw motion. 
Synchronous recordings of tongue movements in the 
midsagittal plane (at NTSC 29.97 Hz) and of the speech signal 
(at 44.1kHz) were made by the US device (Sonosite 180 Plus) 
and a directional microphone. The Optotrak system was used 
to record audio and the positions of the iREDs concurrently. 
The two data types were synchronized in post-processing by 
cross-correlating the two audio signals. After head-movement 
correction and alignment to a coordinate system centered on 
the upper incisors, data were mapped onto a 3D view in which 
iREDs’ positions and the tongue imaging plane were visible.  

2.3. Task 

Data were collected on-site at Montréal day care centers and at 
the Laboratoire de Phonétique, UQÀM. Participants were 
seated in front of the Optotrak, which was disguised as a 
puppet theater, and the US probe was held under their chins by 
a microphone stand. One experimenter checked that head of 
the speaker was not moving much with reference to the US 
probe, and that most of the tongue was visible; another 
experimenter controlled the recording (Optotrak and US) and 
checked that all the iREDs were visible during the trials. 
The corpus consisted of 8 to 10 repetitions of isolated vowels 
/i e ε a u/ and of V1-C-V2 sequences with C as /b d g/, V1 as /ε 
a/, for which a certain variability was expected, and V2 as /i a/, 
which correspond to two extreme front/back and high/low 
articulations. Isolated vowels were used to measure the 
dispersion of vowel production in the F1-F2 plane associated 
with token-to-token variability. The V1-C-V2 sequences were 
designed to measure the effects of the anticipation of V2 in V1. 

The task was presented as a puppet game, with a third 
experimenter serving as puppet master. The puppets' names 
were isolated vowels or V1-C-V2 sequences. Puppets were 
presented in different pairs. The order of appearance was 
randomized. The task was to pronounce the name of the 
puppet when it appeared. Thus, participants had to recall, plan 
and execute a speech gesture or a sequence of speech gestures.  

2.4. Data processing and statistical analyses 

2.4.1. Acoustics 

The acoustic signal was downsampled to 16 000 Hz in order to 
achieve more accurate formant detection. This signal was first 
labeled manually with Praat [30]: for vowels V1 and V2, the 
beginning of the vowel was defined as the first descending 
zero-crossing of the signal after the clear emergence of F2, and 
the end of the vowel was defined as the first descending zero-
crossing after the disappearance of F2. Automatic formant 
detection in the midpoint of the vowels was carried out with a 
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) method. Because formant 
tracking is difficult in child speech, with the potential risk for 
detection errors, we combined the measure of the frequencies 
of the maxima in the LPC spectra with the measure of the 
frequencies of the poles in the LPC filter. For each vowel, a 



range of acceptable formant values was used to guide the 
selection of the right formants among all possible candidates, 
and to remove outliers.  
Prior to the statistical analysis, F1 and F2 values were 
converted to z-scores for each speaker separately, in order to 
reduce inter-speaker variability. This transformation (acting 
like a vowel-space normalization across speakers and across 
ages) enabled us to group children’s z-scored formant values 
and adult’s z-scored formant values and to compare adults and 
children on this basis. 

2.4.2. Ultrasound data 

As concerns articulatory data, the US images corresponding to 
the midpoint of the vowels were used. The midsagittal tongue 
contour was extracted using a semi-automatic procedure, 
GetContours (Haskins labs), similar to other edge extraction 
tools such as EdgeTrak [31]. Contours were converted to 3D 
head-centric coordinates using the HOCUS procedures 
described above. Ultrasound data were converted to polar 
coordinates in order to perform statistical tests. The use of 
polar coordinates facilitated the comparison of the tongue 
contours across conditions. 

2.4.3. Statistical analyses 

The statistical analyses of US data were based on the SS 
ANOVA method [32], widely used in speech production 
studies (e.g. [33]). This particular method of functional 
analysis consists of approximating the data by spline 
functions, and supports comparison of sets of data by 
constructing confidence intervals. In this study, we used 95% 
confidence intervals, corresponding to a p = 0.05 threshold. 
Since there is, to our knowledge, no commonly accepted 
method for comparing tongue shapes among speakers, we only 
compare tongue curves subject-by-subject. 
The statistical analysis of the acoustical data includes a 
descriptive analysis of the F1 and F2 values of the isolated 
vowels, split by age groups (adults versus children). For the 
V1-C-V2 sequences, in order to examine the influence of 
vowel V2 on the F1 and F2 values of vowel V1, we conducted 
statistical analyses based on a General Linear Mixed-Effects 
Model [34] under the R environment [35]. Since this 
implementation does not support exact computations of p-
values, we use a function (pamer.fnc, [36]) that provides upper 
and lower estimates of p-values. A threshold of p = 0.01 has 
been used in this study. Pair-wise post-hoc comparisons have 
been done with the glht function [37]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Token-to-token variability 

The distributions of the z-cored F1 and F2 values of isolated 
vowels /i e ε a u/ are displayed in Fig. 1 and 2, for adults and 
children respectively. Token-to-token variability is measured 
by the standard deviation within each age group. We consider 
this variability to reflect the stability of speech motor control 
for vowel production: The smaller the standard deviation, the 
greater the stability of the control. These figures show a clear 
trend for children to present more variability than adults. More 
quantitatively, the mean standard deviation, across all vowels 
and all speakers, is 2.13 times greater in children than in 

adults. Thus, we conclude that the stability of the control is 
greater in adults than in children. 

Figure 1: Token-to-token variability of isolated vowels for all 
adults in the z-scored (F2, F1) plane. 

Figure 2: Token-to-token variability of isolated vowels for all 
children in the z-scored (F2, F1) plane. 

3.2. V1-C-V2 sequences 

Figures 3 and 4 present, for adults and children respectively, 
the distributions of the z-scored F1 and F2 values of vowels V1 
(a/ and /ε/) within the V1CV2 sequences for two different 
vowels V2, namely /i/ and /a/. In these figures, the effect of V2 
on V1 can be measured through the difference in V1 formant 
values depending on the upcoming vowel. If the formant 
values differ from one context to another, and if this difference 
occurs in the direction of the upcoming vowel, we can say that 
there is an anticipation of V2 in V1. 
Fig. 3 shows a clear effect of V2 on V1 for adults, for both V1 
vowels and in both formant dimensions. However, Fig. 4 does 
not show any clear effect of V2 on V1 for children. In order to 
quantify these observations, we conducted statistical analyses 
based on a General Linear Mixed-Effects Model (cf. section 
2.4.3) in which V1, V2 and Age group were independent 
factors and the speaker was a random factor. For the 
dependent variables F1 and F2 of vowel V1, the main effects 
of V2 and V1 were found to be statistically significant. Pair-
wise post-hoc tests reveal that when V2 = /i/, the average value 
of the z-scored F1 values decreases by 0.196 as compared to 
when V2 = /a/, and that the normalized mean value of the z-
scored F2 values increases by 0.636.  
More interesting, the V2 x Age group interaction was found to 
be significant. This result indicates that the direction and/or 
the magnitude of the main effects of V2 are different across 
age groups. Pair-wise post-hoc tests reveal that for children as 



compared to adults, the decrease in F1 associated with the 
change from V2 = /a/ to V2 = /i/ is reduced by 0.168. Similarly, 
the increase of F2 induced by V2 = /i/ as compared to V2 = /a/ 
is reduced for children by 0.405. In sum, it seems that for 
children, the effect of V2 on V1 is negligible for F1 and 
significantly smaller than for adults for F2.  

Figure 3: Distributions, for all adults, of vowels /a/ and /ε/ as 
V1 in the V1-C-V2 sequences when V2 is either /a/ (red) or  /i/ 
(blue). 

Figure 4: Distributions, for all children, of vowels /a/ and /ε/ 
as V1 in the V1-C-V2 sequences when V2 is either /a/ (red) or  
/i/ (blue).  
Figs. 5 to 7 display statistical representations of the sets of 
tongue contours measured at the midpoint of /ε/ as V1 in /εda/ 
versus /εdi/ sequences, respectively for an adult and for two 
children. These figures represent for the two different V2 
contexts, the average contours, together with the confidence 
intervals constructed using the SS ANOVA method (section 
2.4.3). These examples illustrate well the fact that there is less 
token-to-token variability in adult’s speech than in children’s 
speech (see the smaller width of the confidence intervals for 
the adult speaker). The patterns observed in Fig. 6 correspond 
to those observed in most of our child speakers. It illustrates 
the fact that most of the children do not anticipate forthcoming 
gestures, since the confidence intervals calculated for both 
upcoming vowels V2 largely overlap each other. However, for 
some of our child speakers, a small anticipation is observed in 
the antero-posterior dimension (see Fig. 7). For adults (Fig. 5), 
the effect of vowel V2 is clear and significant along almost the 
entire tongue contour, with a clear anticipation in both 
dimensions and a strong consistency across trials. 

 
Figure 5: Statistical representations of the midsagittal tongue 
contours for /ε/ as V1 in the contexts V2 = /a/ (red) and V2 = /i/ 
(blue) for an adult (Adult 6) speaker facing left. 

 
Figure 6: Same as figure 5 for child speaker 8. 

 
Figure 7: Same as figure 5 for child speaker 2. 

4. Conclusion 
Evidence has been found in the majority of the child 
participants for a greater token-to-token variability as 
compared to adults, and for an inability to anticipate V2 in V1 
during the production of V1-C-V2 sequences. In sum, these 
results indicate that 4-year-old children's speech motor control 
is immature from two perspectives: insufficiently stable motor 
control patterns for vowel production, and inability to plan 
speech sequencing by predicting the requirements of 
forthcoming gestures. Our interpretation supports the view that 
in 4-year-old children, the neural representations of the speech 
motor goals and of the speech motor system are immature.  
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